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If the alarm doesn’t work on your clock, why don’t you ………..?                       

have it repaired   have repaired

get repair it    get to repair it

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

There was a brightly decorated package in the office but no one seemed to know to whom it

…………

belonged  was belonged belongs is belonged 

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Before everyone realized the dangers, pollution …………. a major threat to the environment.

had become has become become became

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is raining outside. I ………….. stay home and watch a movie.

         

would rather had better would had to

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sally is a bit overweight. He …………… go on a diet soon.

had better would rather must  shall

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When I was a little kid, I ……………. hide and seek with my neighbors every day.                      

                                

used to play   used to playing using to play am used to play

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: John borrowed my car and dented it. When he returned it, he didn’t say anything about it.

B: He ……………. you!

should have told should has told

should tell should told

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

For a long time we heard nothing but the …………… overhead.

roar of plane roar plane plane roaring plane

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………….. children was vey severe.

Punish disobedient   The punishment disobedient

Punish disobedient Punishing of disobeying

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

His preference …………….. his only daughter is very obvious.

for to on in 

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He was overjoyed by his ……………. him to South America.

company’s decision to transfer company’s deciding to transferring

company decide to transfer company decision to transfer

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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……………… hurt very much.

His sharp reply to her question His sharply reply to her question

His sharply replying to her question His reply sharp to her ques�on3

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

…………….. , the men took turns in rowing the boat.

Until their rescue at sea Until rescue them at sea

Until rescue at sea them Until rescue their at sea

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item

Jim loves Sue, but she loves him. We will go to Tehran or Shiraz.

He proposed, so they got married. He searched and found some information.

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

I have been studying diligently all year, nor I’m going to take a vocation during the summer

quarter.

all year nor during quarter

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………… Arthur nor Richard is in class today.

Neither Either Both Not only

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We enjoyed the food at the party;………….. , the drinks were quite refreshing.

likewise addition however nevertheless

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We must all eat the proper food;…………… , we’ll get sick.

         

otherwise  then meanwhile that is

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

Roy said John will go with them. She said we had to finish by 2:30.

Penny told me I should work harder. She said we must finish by 2:30.

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The captain ordered the soldiers …………… shoot until he gave the order.

          

not to don’t hadn’t don’t to

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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He asked, “Have they had many parties this semester?” and I said, “Yes”. He asked me if they

……………..

had had many parties, and I said they had.

had many parties, and I said yes.

have many parties, and I said yes.

have had many parties, and I said they had.

21-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Choose the incorrect item.

The passenger who sits behind the driver asked him why he was driving so fast, because there was

much traffic in the road.

sits asked  was driving was

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………….. for some readers is a fact.                           

That poetry is difficult That poetry difficult

Poetry is difficult Poetry difficult

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

          

I don’t know what to do.

I don’t know what should I do.

He told me where I should go.

Pam can’t decide whether to go or stay at home.

24-

1.

2.

3.

4.

…………… a doctor is confidential.

What a patient tells  A patient tells

A patient tells what What tells a patient

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Bob, ………….. I’ve just called, is a professional guitarist. 

whom who which that 

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

she is the person for whom I worked a lot. This is the book that I am interested.

The building where he lives is very old. The building where he lives in is very old.

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

She hasn’t given an explanation…………. they decided to drive instead of flying.

            

why which that whose

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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He has just completed an important government report, ………….. on reserve in the library.

      

_____  which which being that

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……………. I think of the time when we were roommates, the memories are always good.

        

Whenever Whereas Provided that Wherever

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As soon as Martina saw the fire, she …………… the fire department.           

telephoned       was telephoning 

had telephoned has telephoned

31-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Put the packages …………… you want.

         

wherever whenever in as much as whatever

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

long as  the tickets are not  expensive, I’ll go to the cinema to see my favorite movies.

long as are not ’ll go to see

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I …………. English better if I ………….. more practice.

might speak/ had might spoken/ had

may speak/ had may speak/ has

34-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

He should come early, tell him to wait for me.

Were I in your place, I would ask them for more information.  

Had we known about this sooner, we could have helped you.

If we knew about this sooner, we could have helped you.

35-

1.

2.

3.

4.

A- Would you mind ………… the window? It is cold outside.

B- Not at all. I don’t mind it.          

not opening don’t opening aren’t open not open

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Maria and her classmates really appreciated ……………..

their visiting a museum their visit a museum

they visiting a museum they visit a museum

37-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The flight attendant instructed the passengers …………….. the hijacker’s commands .

to obey obey for obeying obeying

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Choose the incorrect item.

I have become accustomed for eating out. I am interested in watching horror movies.

I was afraid of staying alone at home. I was concerned about leaving too early.

39-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

You need to carefully work. I can’t afford to rent an apartment.

He has agreed to live with me. I choose not to do anything about it.

40-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When we entered the theater, the only places ……………. were in the front row.

to sit sit for sitting sitting

41-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Does this store have a manager ……………… about my problem.

to complain to to complain complain  complaining

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

It is enough good to get us to our destination.

He is driving slowly enough to enjoy the beautiful scene. 

We don’t have enough �me to stay away for more than 4days.

It isn’t strong enough to hold two people.

43-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Choose the incorrect item.

I prefer stay home to going to the concert.

My father forbids smoking in his house.

He doesn’t allow anyone to leave the room.

He doesn’t permit having a pet there.

44-

1.

2.

3.

4.

I’ve decided ……………. here over vacation and ……………. my room.

to stay/ paint  staying/ painting

to stay/ painting staying/ to paint

45-

1. 2.

3. 4.

My skin can’t tolerate ……………. in the sun all day. I get sunburned easily.

being be to be to being

46-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

Anyone violate the law will be punished.

The woman washing the dishes is our new cook.

I know the girl talking to the teacher.

I heard him talking to the teacher.

47-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Those houses …………….. down now were built fifty years ago.

         

being torn torn been torn torn

48-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We heard an angry voice ……………… next room.

coming from come from coming to come for

49-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the incorrect item.

While teaching in class, Ann fell asleep. Walking along the street, I met a friend.

Before leaving for work, I ate breakfast. Before I left for work, I ate breakfast.

50-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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